ANALYSIS OF THE CONCURRENT CONDITIONS OF FLOODS AND SEA STORMS: A CASE STUDY OF CROTONE, ITALY
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ABSTRACT
The considerable anthropogenic pressure that has occurred since the second half of the last century has increased the vulnerability of coastal areas to the effects of natural events such as floods and sea storms, especially if these events occur simultaneously. This paper analyses the conditions that favour the concurrence of floods and sea storms through a case study near Crotone, a city in southern Italy on the Ionian Sea. The study area has a coastal extension of about 34 km, is characterized by typical rivers called “fiumare” and has been hit by several events of concurrent floods and sea storms. The conditions that favour the concurrence of floods and sea storms are mainly related to geomorphologic and climatic factors. Among these latter factors, atmospheric pressure is very important. Indeed the formation of low-pressure areas is the cause of atmospheric disturbances which can affect both the sea and the coast causing heavy rains and intense sea storms. The analysis was divided into two phases. In the first, the concurrence between floods and sea storms was verified. In the second phase, the possible correlations between the main factors involved were identified: the rainfall heights, the maximum significant wave heights and the atmospheric pressure variations observed during each atmospheric disturbance. The analysis showed that the rainfall heights and the maximum significant wave heights, that are both generally independent factors, are related to a common factor, the atmospheric pressure. This result is useful in predicting concurrent events. Indeed, by predicting atmospheric pressure variations, it is possible to estimate the expected rainfall height and the expected maximum significant wave height. The methodology described in this paper can be extended to other areas with geomorphologic and climatic characteristics that are similar to those of Crotone.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The causes of hydrogeological instability phenomena can be associated with various factors, which can affect both coastal and river areas and may be directly or indirectly related to human action [1], [2]. Indeed, coastal and river dynamics processes are strongly influenced by natural phenomena, such as wave climate and longshore and river transport [3]–[8], and anthropic interventions [9]–[12]. Therefore, increase knowledge of coastal and river dynamics, and of the factors that influence it, is necessary for proper management and protection of coastal areas [13]–[15]. Examples of anthropic interventions in river basins are the construction of reservoirs, the sediment withdrawal, the reforestation, the hydraulic-forestry arrangements and the subsidence of lowland areas for pumping [16], [17]. Example of anthropic interventions in coastal areas are the construction of port and coastal defence works [18]–[25]. These interventions can trigger intense erosive processes [26]–[38]. Also, anthropogenic pressure can increase the vulnerability of the territory under the action of natural events such as floods and sea storms [39]–[45]. Generally, most studies in the scientific literature treat floods and sea storms in separate ways. However, the most critical aspects of floods and sea storms are observed in the case of concurrent events [46], [47]. Ordinariness of events becomes exceptionality during contemporaneity. Floods and storms
occur together although they are not dependent events. The link is represented by atmospheric pressure. Lowering of this parameter affects significantly perturbations and winds. The paper describes a case study for the city of Crotone. The analysis of the cumulative rainfall heights and the maximum significant heights, recorded during each concomitant event, returned a good correlation with the atmospheric pressure variation. In a first section, the paper presents the city of Crotone, its geographical, geomorphological and climatic characteristics. The typical rivers of Crotone are the “fiumare”. The morphological and granulometric peculiarities of these streams influence the violence of the floods. Exposure to the Grecale wind has a noticeable impact on the waves. The study was conducted by consulting and analysing two databases. The first was provided by the CNR-IRPI of Cosenza and includes all the hydrogeological instability events in Calabria. The second database was provided by the MetOcean group of the University of Genoa (Italy) and contains meteorological data of Crotone. The two databases allow one to verify the contemporaneity of Crotone events. The paper, in particular, focuses on the analysis of atmospheric pressure variations. In the last section of the paper, the results obtained from the study of the correlation between the different parameters will be presented. The aim of the study is to improve control of events affecting coastal areas, which are particularly fragile.

2 SITE DESCRIPTION

The city of Crotone is located the South of Italy, in the Calabrian region. It is flanked by the Ionian Sea, as shown in Fig. 1. The city is steeped in history. It has many monuments and archaeological sites, near the sea.

Crotone is exposed to Grecale wind (Fig. 2). It is characterized by very strong gusts and can reach 150 km/h, generating windstorms. The Grecale wind is the cause of perturbations in the east. Average annual rainfall is 663 mm, with peaks during the winter season.

![Figure 1: Location of the city of Crotone (in red). (Source: Google Images.)](image-url)
Regarding geomorphological characteristics, Crotone presents a silty clayey substrate of the Pliocene [48]. Land has a vulnerability and predisposition to soil degradation phenomena. Granulometry in alluvial deposits is variable, depending on the type of sediment. The type of soil influences the instability of the slopes and land, accentuating the risk conditions. Coasts are characterized by continuous beaches. They are exposed to sea storms from East and North-East (Grecale). The solid contributions towards the coast reflect the granulometric characteristics of the lithotypes constituting the underlying basins and they are mainly fine [15]. Typical rivers of the territory are the “fiumare”. The hydrological regime is torrential [49], [50]. River basins are very small, in fact the surface is a few km². The proximity of the mountain ranges from the coasts is the cause of very marked steeps. Slope of the river rods is high. This causes very short run-off times. Rains of weak intensity can cause a response from basins, then floods. “Fiumare” have variable granulometry [51]. Sides and beds are easily erodible. The consequence is a large solid transport. Solid flow is added to the fluid flow. The force exerted by the mass has a great destructive power. Most of the soils adjacent to the rivers are characterized by low permeability, with consequent reduction of hydrological losses. All these factors contribute to increasing the hydraulic risk. Geomorphological conditions influence response to atmospheric and climatic events.

3 METHODOLOGY

The analysis was divided into two phases. In the first, the concurrence between floods and sea storms was verified. In the second phase, the possible correlations between the main factors involved were identified: the rainfall heights, the maximum significant wave heights and the atmospheric pressure variations observed during each atmospheric disturbance.

The concurrence between floods and sea storms was verified analysing two databases. The flood events are collected in the ASICal database (Historically Flooded Areas in Calabria), provided by the CNR-IRPI of Cosenza. For each event data, flooded river and damage produced were extrapolated. After identifying the flooded river, the closest gauge was identified, extrapolating the relative rainfall height values. The MeteOcean database of the DICCA Department of Genoa contains meteorological data of Crotone. In this database the Mediterranean Sea has been mapped with a mesh grid of 10 km side, as shown in Fig. 3.
The following data are available for each point: significant wave heights, average and peak periods, wave direction, wind speed components, wind direction and atmospheric pressures. The closest point to Crotone is 6177, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Mapping of the Mediterranean Sea with the model proposed by the MeteOcean group.

Figure 4: Point chosen for Crotone.
A sea storm is defined as “A sequence of sea states in which $H_s(t)$ exceeds a fixed threshold and does not fall below this threshold for a continuous time interval greater than 12 hours” [52]. The critical threshold was calculated using the following equation [53]:

$$h_{\text{crit}} = 1.5 \overline{H_s},$$

where $\overline{H_s}$ is the average of the significant heights recorded for Crotone. Therefore, to verify the concurrence between flood and sea storms, it is necessary that on the date on which a flood events occurred, $H_s$ exceeds the $h_{\text{crit}}$ threshold.

The atmospheric pressure variations were analysed on the dates on which the floods and the sea storms occur simultaneously.

Generally, low pressure is related to atmospheric disturbance and a drop of 5–6 hPa can generate intense rainy and windy phenomena. Indeed, air moves from a high-pressure area to a low-pressure area. The atmospheric pressure variations were related to the rainfall height of each flood event and to the maximum significant wave height of each sea storm.

The methodology followed can be summarized into the following steps:

1. analysis of the A.S.I.Cal. database to identify the flood events and their dates;
2. extrapolation of rainfall height of each event from the closest gauge;
3. analysis of the MeteOcean database;
4. estimate of the critical threshold;
5. checking if in the date of the flood $H_s$ has exceeded $h_{\text{crit}}$;
6. extrapolation of maximum significant wave height of each sea storm;
7. check of the atmospheric pressure variations in the date on which the floods and the sea storms occur simultaneously;
8. analysis of correlation between atmospheric pressure variations, rainfall height and maximum significant wave height for all events.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the study area, 17 flood events were identified through the analysis of the A.S.I.Cal. database. These events occurred from 1990 to 2017 and the rainfall heights varies between 50 and 300 mm (see the ordinate of the graph in Fig. 5). Through the analysis of the MeteOcean database, it has been verified that a sea storm occurred when each flood event occurred. The maximum significant wave height varies between 1 and 7 m (see the ordinate of the graph in Fig. 6). Also for each concurrent event, the difference between the maximum and the minimum atmospheric pressure value was calculated. These values vary between 300 and 2100 Pa (see the abscissa of the graphs in Figs 5 and 6). In detail, Fig. 5 shows that the most intense rainfall event recorded has a cumulative height of 278.2 mm and an atmospheric pressure drop of 1685 Pa. Also, Fig. 6 shows that the highest significant wave height was 6.833 m and corresponds to an atmospheric pressure drop equal to 2053 Pa.

The graphs in these figures also show that the data are intercepted by a polyline which well approximates the variation trend of the points. Therefore, the correlation between the atmospheric pressure variations and the rainfall heights and the maximum significant wave height is high. It is observed that this correlation is positive. Therefore, when the atmospheric pressure variations increase, the rainfall heights and the maximum significant wave heights also increase. The obtained result shows that two generally independent factors are related to a common factor.
Figure 5: Correlation between pressure variation and cumulative rainfall height.

Figure 6: Correlation between pressure variation and maximum significant height.
5 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of flood and sea storm events has had great importance in scientific literature. If these events occur separately, they can have serious consequences on the territory but, if they occur simultaneously, the consequences can be greatly amplified. The paper analyses the conditions that cause contemporaneity between floods and sea storms through a case study in Crotone, a city in Calabria, in southern Italy. The contemporaneity is ascertained only if the flooding of a river was accompanied by a sea storm. The inverse condition cannot apply. After ascertaining the contemporaneity of these events, attention was paid to the triggering causes. A quantitative analysis of the events has been advanced. Cumulative rainfall heights and maximum significant wave heights are united by the dependence on atmospheric pressure variation. It is possible to study two independent quantities with a significant meteorological variable. Lowering of pressure influences the perturbations and the air masses from which the waves are generated. The variation that occurs during the event is the cause of the simultaneous manifestation of floods and sea storms. This result is useful to predicting concurrent events. Indeed, by predicting atmospheric pressure variations, it is possible to estimate the expected rainfall height and the expected maximum significant wave height.

The analysis described in this paper represents a pilot study that can be extended to other geomorphologically and climatically similar territories to Crotone. This study is interesting in the field of planning and management of coastal areas, especially near river mouths and in the presence of inhabited centres and infrastructures. In fact, the river mouths represent the most vulnerable territories in the presence of concomitant floods and sea storms. The future development of this study concerns a multivariate analysis about correlation between relative humidity and other climatic parameters and rainfall heights and maximum significant wave heights.
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